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E-commerce Grocery Delivery Gaming Online Education Food Delivery Ride-hailing Online Advertising

Present across verticals with significant growth potential

Source: Company data, Newzoo, Statista, AKAR, NeoAnalytics, Factiva, Kommersant, RBC, brokers estimates, Euromonitor International Limited (EMI) Retailing /Consumer Foodservice /Industrial 2020 edition, 
retail value RSP (including Sales Tax), current prices, reviewed July 2020

Notes:
1. CAGR 2020E-22E of Russian e-commerce market based on EMI
2. CAGR 2020E-22E of Russian online grocery market
3. CAGR 2020E-22E of global gaming market

4. Mid-point of 20-23% online education market growth in 2020E based 
on NeoAnalytics

5. CAGR 2020E-22E of Russian online food delivery market
6. CAGR 2020E-22E of Russian ride-hailing market

7. CAGR 2020E-22E of Russian online advertising market 
8. Retail, e-commerce, OHD, grocery and education markets are based on 

Euromonitor International Limited 
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Source: Mediascope WEB-Index, Desktop&Mobile, Russia: cities of 0+, age of 12+ {ƻǳǊŎŜΥ aŜŘƛŀǎŎƻǇŜ ό5ŜǎƪǘƻǇϧ!ǇǇǎύΥ wǳǎǎƛŀ лҌΣ ŀƎŜ мнҌΣ 5ŀƛƭȅ ˢǘǘŜƴǘƛƻƴ ό5ŜǎƪǘƻǇϧ!ǇǇǎύ ς
average daily time spent share

MAU
% of internet users in Russia (July 2020) 

Engagement
Daily time spent, % of total (July 2020) 

#1 in audience reach and time spent

93%

93%

87%

86%

75%

41%

20%

17%

16%
9%

1%

1%

35%Others

Notes: * including AliExpressRussia and O2O JVs

*

*
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aŀƛƭΦǊǳ DǊƻǳǇΩǎ 9ŎƻǎȅǎǘŜƳ !ŘŘǊŜǎǎŜǎ !ƭƭ ǘƘŜ YŜȅ /ƻƴǎǳƳŜǊ bŜŜŘǎ 

Source: Company data

E-commerce

Developing in partnership 

with Alibaba, RDIF 

and MegaFon

O2O

Developing a leading

O2O consumer

services platform

together with Sberbank

ÅMail.ru Group ecosystem offers a unique 

consumer experience satisfying all the key 

needs, including communication, 

entertainment, mobility, eating, shopping 

and education 

ÅFully-fledged ecosystem offering 

meaningfully increases consumer 

engagement across the platform 

ÅSignificant degree of diversification thanks 

to exposure to various segments of 

consumer demand

Users
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AdTechinitiatives in SMB advertising: ecosystem of simple & efficient tools

Å~3mn SMBs are active on VK and OK platforms 

ÅWith <10% of active SMBs paying for ads, there is further 
potential to increase conversion to paying customers

ÅStrategy is focused on introducing the ecosystem of simple tools 
around ad campaign management as well as offering our growing 
pool of customers highly-efficient ad products

ÅExamples of recent launches for SMBs:

VRemaining reach estimation in VK ad predictor simplifying 
campaign planning

VSingle interface for businesses in OKcombining all business 
tools in one place 

VNew ad platform for developers promoting games in OK with 
simple game-specific features and interface

SMB,active advertisers 

Sources: Internal data(myTarget, VK, OK)
Notes: Active advertisers: >RUB0 in spending during the month, measures as a median for the quarter

1Q'19 2Q'19 3Q'19 4Q'19 1Q'20 2Q'20 3Q'20

VK ˻˴ҌMT
38%
YoY

68%

YoY
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AdTech: Other ongoing initiatives

ÅDevelopments across targeting tools:

VContextual targeting in VK on the basis of user activity across ǘƘŜ DǊƻǳǇΩǎ
ecosystem, which results in 20% higher CTR*

VAutomatic audience profiling reports on demographics and behavior of 
segments

ÅNew ad formats:

VTargeted ads in VK Clips with enabled call-to-action options

VShort in-stream video ads on high-margin inventory in VK and OK feeds

ÅmyTargetad network initiatives:

VDirect deals showcase connecting advertisers with publishers 

VDetailed analytics on mobile app monetizationhelping publishers to 
determine ad formats with highest ROIs

ÅO2O initiatives - Merchant co-promo (with DetskyMir***) :

VTargeting enrichment on the basis of ŎƭƛŜƴǘΩǎ custom audience segments

VSales uplift reports (O2O conversions)

Growth in metrics 
for Performance-based ads**

Sources: Internal data
Notes: * Results for the 1st 15 days from launch till this report date; ** Represent only auction based statistics across VK and myTargetplatforms; *** DetskyMir ςwǳǎǎƛŀΩǎ largest specialized children's goods retailer

-20%

0%

20%

40%

Q1'20 Q2'20 Q3'20

Clicks YoY CPC YoY
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VK: product enhancements stimulate furthergrowth

~58
Major updates

+13%
Story authors, YoY

+68%
VKMini Apps MAU, YoY

+50%
Videoviews, YoY

Å VK brought key Super App services into the new Hub sectionof 
the app. It became the center of the extensive VK ecosystem, 
providing access to key VK products and O2O services

Å Users found these updates usefulas VK maintains its leadership 
among domestic social networks, with MAU of 72.9mn (+4.2% 
YoY) in Russia (DAU: +4.6% YoY), including 67.4mnon mobile 
(+6.3% YoY)as of September

Å Sticky factor remains highest among peers at54%

Å Since the end of the lockdown, engagement has normalized. 
However, the entire key engagement matrix was up on a YoY basis 
in Q3, including video views +50% YoY, monthly uniquestory 
authors +13% YoY, and VK Mini Apps MAU +68% YoY

Some Q3 highlights:

Source: Internal data

MAU (72.9mn)

+4.2%
Mobile MAU(67.4mn)

+6.3%

Key Russia user stats (3Q20, YoY)

+12.9% YoY VK revenue 
growth  in Q3
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VK Mini Apps: platform continues to expand

Å The number of active Mini Apps grew by 
2,000 to 22,100 in Q3 2020, stimulating 
platformΩǎusage growth

Å VK and its partners launched dozens of new 
Mini Apps in Q3, including DomClick, 
Checklists, Online Booking

Å The Mini App audience is also actively 
growing: DAU +195% YoY to 3.2mn, and 
MAU +68% YoY to 28.4mn, albeit with some 
decline vs Junegiven post-COVID 
engagement normalization and seasonality

Source: Internal data
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Å We are continuing to further integrate VK Taxi, a 
service created in partnership with Citymobil, into the 
VK app

Å The service updated its name and visual identity to 
make the Mini App instantly recognizable to VK users

Å VK users booked ~5x more rides via VK Taxi in 
Septembervs June

Å Differentiating social features include:

VAbility to book and pay for taxi right on the VK app, 
where VK Taxi widget in Hub menu offers better UI 

VAbility to split payment with their VK friends

V Ability to show friends the routes they/you are taking

VOn-map recommendations to stimulate more rides

VK Taxi continues to demonstrate significant growthin Q3

Monthly rides

Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20

Source: Internal data
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Å VK Connect, the single sign-on platform for all 
Mail.ru Group products formed on the basis of 
VK, was officially rolled out in June

Å After logging into any service with VK Connect, 
users can access any other MRG product in just 
one tap without having to enter login 
credentials

Å The VK Connect account page is available on VK 
and has now been rolled out for Marusia, 
Delivery Club, Citymobil, VK Combo andYoula 
and will soon be available for other projects

Å Every month, the number of new logins using 
VK Connect increases by 40%

±Y /ƻƴƴŜŎǘΥ DǊƻǳǇΩǎ ǳƴƛŦƛŜŘ L5 ƛǎ ōŜƛƴƎ ŀŎǘƛǾŜƭȅ ǊƻƭƭŜŘ ƻǳǘ

Source: Internal data
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VK Comboand Music

VK introduced VK Combo

ÅIn September, VK combined its VK Music subscription and the o˿mbo
loyalty program into VK Combo

ÅThe VK Combo subscription is priced at 149 RUB/month and includes 
access to music as well as discounts from partners

Shared playlists in chats

ÅVK became the first social network to launch shared playlists in chats. This 
feature allows both large and small groups to create collections of tracks 
and update them together

ÅWhat sets VK Music apart from its competitors areits social elements, 
and playlists in chats are yet another feature emphasizing this

ÅThere are ҔпƳƴ tǊŜƳƛǳƳ ǘƛŜǊ ǳǎŜǊǎ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ DǊƻǳǇΩǎ ƳǳǎƛŎ ŜŎƻǎȅǎǘŜƳ 
offerings, and we expect to further boost this number following the 
release of VK Combo

Source: Internal data
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VK Clips

ÅVertical videos continue to be a major focus area for 
VK

ÅVK is actively advancing Clips, a short vertical video 
service with AR effects. For example, VK launched AR 
backgrounds with 360ϲtechnology, making it the first 
short vertical video service to provide such a feature

ÅThanks to product updates and blogger involvement, 
Clips has 43mnMAUand DAU of6.7mn

ÅIn August, clips set a new engagement record, with 
daily views exceeding 211mn

ÅIn September, clips gathered 5.5bn views

ÅVK added the ability to place targeted ads in Clips in 
October

Overall, VK videos receive 850mn daily views from 
80mn unique users monthly across markets, ǿƘƛƭŜ ±YΩǎ 
monthly live stream audience stands at 45mn

Source: Internal data
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VK: Latest social commerce initiatives

V Shopping sectionis an endless, personalized feed on 
the VK mobile app. Users can buy these products right 
on the VK Super App

V The Shopping section displays UGC, such as photos, 
stories, and articles, with products from AliExpress
Russia and stores in VK communities

V VK also launched Market, a marketplace with 
personalized recommendations, displaying products 
from stores and friends

V All common online store features can be found in 
Market as well as some unique social features, such as 
products from communities and friends, personalized 
collections and recommendations, and the ability to 
ŀŘŘ ƻƴŜΩǎ ƻǿƴ ǇǊƻŘǳŎǘǎ

V >190,000 sellers are already using Market

ÅVK is actively developing its social commerce platform, with enhanced 
payment capabilities as well as the recent launch of delivery through 
CDEK and Boxberry. In Q3, VK introduced two important updates: the 
Shopping and Market:

Source: Internal data


